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Abstract This Project chiefly manages Web Development System which is on vehicle Service System in a changed 
manner. It is a site that is viable on PC, mobile or portable. This framework permits the client to communicate with 
various assistance places.  

 
This System gives a stage to vehicles like cars or bikes for administrations like spot booking, auto computation of time 
and charging sum, FAQs, and some more. 

 
The current help frameworks are having a few downsides for giving clients essential accessibility of spaces, which are 
accessible for them or not. Clients burn through their time visiting distinctive assistance communities for an open space 
for overhauling and have issues in charging sum. This System will dispose of the multitude of issues looked at by the 
clients and tackle them. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
The Web will in general be the foundation of the multitude of advances. As we are moving towards the innovation driving age, 
the force of innovation is offering wings to individuals not exclusively to get to innovation yet additionally to satisfy every one 
of the necessities at their finger point. The number of vehicles in India will increment presently, it will expand the number of 
vehicles at the technician shop to get overhauled. The present circumstance will shape a chain at the repairman shop. 
The issue of long lines and holding up can be exceptionally huge later on. The Vehicle Service System for Automobile Services is 
a reformist advance in the field of administration focuses and carports. Any vehicle client can utilize this site to find and speak 
with the help communities or carports around there, book the accessible opening with the determination of administrations 
required. After the booking, the client will definitely know the time that will be taken for adjusting and the charging sum. 
Likewise, clients will have a FAQs to help them with any inquiries. 
 

2. OBJECTIVE 
 

 To Overcome the current framework issues and diminish the time utilization of the client for overhauling their vehicle. 
This application is a site that can run on any program on portable, tablet, or PC. This framework will permit clients to 
book the accessible time allotment. 

 The client can contact through any help focal point of the city through sites who are enrolled. 
 The application provides an auto-billing system while selecting the services themselves. So, users will have 

transparency of every charge. 
 To get the area of the help place, this framework will have a guide. In this way, the clients don't have to battle with the 

area. Clients consistently have a not insignificant rundown of inquiries for various types of perspectives.  
 

3. Literature Review 
 
The survey regarding this system includes information regarding various sources. These sources include some of the websites, 
IEEE papers, some similar research papers, and even some project reports. A research paper called “Automobile Service Center 
Management System” by the author Prof. Shilpa Chavan from Pune University had been a great help in building our project in 
for example- modules, diagrams, literature, etc. 
The survey of the various websites started with keywords – “Vehicle Service System”, “Car Service System”, “Automobile 
Service System” etc. Which were very helpful. While analyzing, there was a website named “Gaadizo”. It is mainly located in 
Delhi NCR. It was developed by Vikas Mitra who was earlier a senior executive at Honda company. The Gaadizo system has 
different service centers for example- Noida, Gurgaon, Ghaziabad, etc. This system consisted of features like genuine part 
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assurance, service warranty, easy tracking of the service progress, etc. Reference of above system and additions of some new 
features are made in the proposed system that are: 

 Provides Slot bookings 

 Auto Billing while selecting the services themselves. 
 FAQs for any queries. 
 Navigation to the located service. 
 Periodic Service for vehicles. 

While the survey most of the research papers/ reference paper were about “Vehicle Tracking System” which was not helpful 
but then also got some amazing websites like “DreamzTech Solution”, “CarZ”, “The bike doctor” and many more, which were 
competitors to “Gaadizo”.  
The gap between the existing system and the proposed system is mainly slot booking to remove time consumption, auto-billing 
for transparency, FAQ for general queries, navigation services to get the exact location of the service center. 
 

4. System Architecture 

 
Fig.1 System Architecture 

 
Alongside the landing page two boards accessible: Admin for example retailer and the Customer. After login, various 
administrations are given to the client as per the login certifications. Give your details of the shop or vehicle and begin with 
your work.  
The administrator will check the vehicle details, client details and the overhauling details and then proceed to assign the task to 
the workers. The client will add his own details, check the space, at that point will add his adjusting details and afterward will 
stand by until the opening come 
 

4.1 Advantages of System 
 

1. Time-consuming: 
As the opening booking, charge estimation is done straight by the site; it diminishes additional time that is 
being taken by genuinely going to the shop and doing this. 

2. Easy to access: 
As it is a website, the customer doesn’t need to install any kind of application on the mobile phone. Also, it is 
accessible through mobile so the user doesn’t need the laptop to open the website. 

3. Online customer system: 
The customer will not need to go physically as the website will itself help the chores to be done online. 

 

4.2 Limitations of System 
 
Stable internet connection is required for accessing the website. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The proposed system is built to provide ease to customers with additional features such as pre-booking of slots, auto 
calculation of bill and time, and a module to describe steps that undergoes during the procedure of servicing of a vehicle. 

 
 

Module of 

Vehicle 

Service 

System 
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9. Project Screenshots 
 

1. 

 
 

2. 

 
 

3. 
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4. 

 
 

5. 
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